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Aidan Moser In the fall of 2 014,Features Editor the administration hadevery student take the 
My Voice survey, a confidential online survey of student happiness. Although it seemed like just more state busywork ("oh no, another online test to take!”), this survey gave the voice to students throughout the school to say what they felt and what they wanted. Student honesty is something that doesn’t always show when regarding school, but it can be valuable information for staff and administration to look at and change things for the better.

My Voice Survey Results:This year’s survey asked questions like "Are you planning on going to college?” and "Do you feel comfortable at school?" The questions ranged inquiring about the futures of Hellgate students, to asking how comfortable they are in their skins at school. To even asking if the student felt like they have a teacher to talk to and confide in. With this information schools are able to assess what they are doing well, and to make sure teachers and administration keep up those practices. On the other hand, those areas that don't have very appealing results are areas that will be worked on and put more effort into.

The purpose of the My Voice was to further teaching and create a more welcoming and comfortable school environment. High school students spend almost 35 hours a week in school, not including extra-curriculars. They spend it with teachers and students who may or may not want to be there. Feeling comfortable in their own skin is important, but before that, feeling comfortable around the same people they spend four years with is highly crucial in creating a healthy and exciting learn ing environment. For everyone involved.
Q&A Session with Heather Cheney (MBI Building Coach)

How do you think that the students feel about 
this survey?

Since the survey is still a bit new, no changes have 
really been made yet, so you can see how some stu
dents may find this a bit pointless; but they hope to 
implement student and staff's changes very soon.

What is the My Voice Survey?
It's a survey that both students 

and staff take to help gauge sta
tistics about the school's broader 
opinions on specific questions.

Who designed it and why was it invented?
Quaglia Institute alongside MCBI and 

Student Government.
Student Gov. designs the questions.

Will this survey stick 
around here at Hellgate?

Yes, for sure.
Is Hellgate the only high school that 
is taking part in the survey?

No, though the other schools (in Mis
soula) just implemented the survey last 
year.

Why do students and faculty take this survey?
To increase student and staff voice and power. 

The survey is taken; then those results run focus 
groups consisting of alike grade and gender (i.e. all 
sophomore girls); then that info, is used to create 
changes to the school based on what is said in the 
focus groups.

Were you surprised with results?
Or were there repeating themes for 
what students said or requested in 
the survey?

The usual requests, more electives and 
more parking, things like that.Why is it important that the school 

takes part in the survey?
So that they can make the changes 

they want to see in their school.


